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1. Introduction and Statements of Results

The study of the structure of the space of constant mean curvature compact

surfaces with boundary in Euclidean space R3 is the focus of a number of

authors. Even in the simplest case, when the boundary is a circle,littleis known.

For example, if the radius of the circleis r > 0, a necessary condition due Heinz

[5] about the mean curvature H is that ＼H＼< 1/r. In this case, the only known

examples are the planar disc (H = 0), the two corresponding spherical caps of

radius l/＼H＼if H ^ 0, and some non-embedded examples of Kapouleas [8] with

genus bigger than two. Also, if the immersion is an embedding, Koiso [9] proved

that if the surface is included in one of the two halfspaces determined by the

plane containing the circle,then the surface inherits the symmetries of its

boundary, and so, the surface is a spherical cap or a planar disc.Recently, Alias,

Palmer and the author have proved that the umbilical examples are the only

constant mean curvature stable discs with boundary a circle [1].

We will abbreviate a constant mean curvature compact (connected) surface

immersed in R3 by cmc surface and when we want to emphasize the value H of

the mean curvature we will say H-cmc surface. Let F be a Jordan curve in R3.

We say that S is a cmc surface with boundary F when the immersion <f>:£―≫R3

maps the boundary of E, dL, onto T diffeomorphically. Remark that if H = 0,

the minimal surface £ is contained in the convex hull of T, and hence, if the

boundary F is planar, the surface is included in the boundary plane.

When the boundary F is a circle of radius r > 0, Brito and Earp [3]

characterized the equality ＼H＼= 1/r in the above Heinz condition, that is, they

proved that the hemisphere is the only (1/r)-cmc surface bounded by the circleF.

This was proved by using a kind of flux formula and the fact that umbilical
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points in a non umbilical cmc surface are isolated. In section 2, we characterize

the equality in the Heinz condition for the case that T is an arbitrary Jordan

planar curve but E is topologically a disc.

Theorem 1. Let T be a Jordan planar curve with length L and let A be the

area of the planar domain bounded by T. If H is a nonzero number such that ＼H＼>

L/2A, then there are not H-cmc surfaces with boundary T. Moreover, if ＼H＼=

L/2A, the only H-cmc disc with boundary T is a hemisphere of radius ＼/＼H＼and T

is a circle of radius l/＼H＼.

The firstpart in Theorem 1 is due to Heinz [5].By the balancing formula (see

Lemma 4 below), the equality ＼H＼= 1/r in the circular boundary case can be

viewed as the surface is orthogonal to the boundary plane. In Theorem 2, we

consider the case the angle between the surface and this plane is constant along

the boundary.

Theorem 2. Let T be a circlein a plane P. Then the only cmc surfaces

bounded by T which make constantangle with P along T, are planar discsand

sphericalcaps.

In section 3, we study a special kind of H-cmc surfacesin R3. We say that E

is a small H-cmc surface if E is a H-cmc surface and included in some Euclidean

open ball of radius less than l/＼H＼.Small H-cmc surfaces were defined when one

considers the parametric Plateau problem for H-cmc discs.In [6], Hildebrandt

proved that if F is a Jordan curve included in some ball B of radius r > 0 and H

verifies ＼H＼< l/r, there exists a H-cmc disc spanning T and contained in B.

Hence, this solution is a small H-cmc surface. When the boundary T is a circle,

Barbosa [2] characterized the spherical caps as the only small H-cmc surfaces

with boundary F.

We will prove the following existence and uniqueness result on small H-cmc

graphs bounded by convex planar curves.

Theorem 3. Give a nonzero constant H. Let T be a convex planar closed

curve with curvature k > ＼H＼,and let Q. be the bounded planar domain by T. Then

there exists a H-cmc graph G on Q with boundary T. Moreover, G and its re-

flection G* of G with respect to the boundary plane are the only small H-cmc

surfaces with boundary T.
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2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2

We need the followingbalancingformula, which was proved by Kusner [11]

for constantmean curvature embedded surfacesand also holds in theimmersed

case (see[10, page 4841 and [121).

Lemma 4 (Balancing formula). Let I, be a H-cmc surface with planar

boundary. Then

f
(v,a)ds = 2HA,

where v is the inner conormal along the boundary, a e R3 is a unit normal vector to

the boundary plane and A is the algebraic area of dL.

Here

A = -

＼＼

<a a a',a}ds

where a = <x(s)is a parametrization of 3S such that |a'|= 1. Thus ＼A＼is the area

A of the planar bounded domain by 5Z.

Proof of Theorem 1. If £is a H-cmc surface with planar boundary T, the

balancing formula leads ＼HI< L/2A. This statement is the same as in [51.

Now, let assume that the equality holds and the surface Z is a disc.Hence,

the balancing formula asserts that v is constant and orthogonal to the boundary

plane. Let <j>:£―>･R3 denote the immersion and o its second fundamental form.

Then if tis a unit tangent vector along &L, o(t,v) = 0 on dX, and thus t and v are

principal directions at each boundary point. We endow £ with the Riemann

surface structure given by the conformal class of the induced metric ds2 by the

immersion </>.Consider the Hopf differentialon 2

h(dz)2 = <4z,Nzy(dz)2,

where z is a local isothermal parameter and TV is the Gauss map. Since £ is a

constant mean curvature surface in Euclidean space, h(z)(dz)2 is holomorphic

(see [7, page 137]). Thus, umbilical points of (f>are isolated unless ^ is a totally

umbilical immersion.

If z = u + iv is a local isothermic parameter, the Hopf differentialis given by

h(dz)2 = -l-(e-g-2if)(dz)2,
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where {e,f,g} represent the coefficientsof a with respect to the basis {<fiu,(/>v}.

We can suppose that the immersion <j>is defined in the unit complex disc D =

{z = u + iv;＼z＼< 1} and let choose polar coordinates z = re'e.Then

<r{tr,te)= -£sn(20)(e - g) + rcos(2(9)/.

On the other hand, we consider on D the holomorphic map given by ju(z)=

z2h(z), whose imaginary term 3(j") *s given by

3(/i) = -＼r＼e - g) sin(20) +
^r2f

cos(26) =
^rJe).

Therefore, the imaginary part of//(z) vanishes along the boundary of D : 23(/≪)=

cr(^v) = 0 along <3D. By using the maximum principle for the harmonic function

3(yw), 3(/*) = 0 on D. Then, since //(z)is holomorphic, // is a constant real

number. Thus h(z) = fiz~2has a pole at z = 0, unless the constant /i is zero.

From the holomorphy of h, fi must be zero. Therefore h = 0 on D and £ is a

totally umbilical surface. Consequently, X is a spherical cap. Since X intersects

orthogonally to the boundary plane, S is a hemisphere.

Proof of Theorem 2. After a homothety, we assume the plane P is given by

{(x, y,0) e R3} and F is a circleof radius 1 with center at the origin. Let £ be a

H-cmc surface with boundary F. If H = 0, £ is a minimal surface and the

maximum principle for cmc surfaces (see Lemma 5 below) concludes the surface

is the planar disc bounded by F. Next suppose that H is a nonzero number. Let

TV be the Gauss map of X. Since the surface makes constant angle with P along

F, the function <v,a) is constant, where v is the inner conormal along F and

a denotes the vector (0,0,-1). We choose an orientation on F such that

{<f>*(t),v,N} and {^(7),^,a} are positively oriented orthonormal basis, where <f>

is the immersion of X in J?3, and $*(t) is a unit tangent field along F. By the

balancing formula, the constant function <v, a> coincides with H. Then

(Njy = -<7V a ^(0,fl> = -<v,a> = -H,

and hence (N,a} is also constant. Since N = <JV,<2><a+ <jV,^>^ on 5X, the

derivative of iV along dX is given by TV' = <7V,^>^+(f). Thus, along the boundary

5X, it holds

*(f,0 = -<tf^(0> = -<^> = #.

<7(?,v)= -</V≫ = 0.

ct(v,v) = 2/f - a(?,0 = H.
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These equalities say us that any point of d£ is umbilical. Since the surface has

constant mean curvature and the boundary is a set of non-isolated umbilical

points [7], then the surface is totally umbilical. Hence, Z is a spherical cap.

3. Small H-cmc Surfaces

This section deals with small H-cmc surfaces with convex planar boundary

and we could summarize the main result (Theorem 3) by saying that they are

graphs (and so topologically discs) if provided the mean curvature H is small

enough. In order to prove this result, we shall make use of a basic tool: the

maximum principle for cmc surfaces. Let Zj, Z2 be two oriented surfaces in J?3

and p a common interiorpoint. We say that £1 touches £2from inside at p if they

are tangent at p, the orientations in both surfaces agree in p and £1lies above S2

in a neighborhood of p with respect to the coordinate system given by the tangent

plane in p and the unit normal in p. Then the maximum principle can be stated

as follows (see, for instance, [91):

Lemma 5 (Maximum principle). Let £/ be Hrcmc surfaces in R3, i= 1,2,

such that 0 < H＼ < Hi. IfZ＼ touches £2 at & point p from inside, then H＼ = Hi

and Si and £2 coincide in some neighbourhood of p.

In the literature,the classicalexistence result of cmc graphs is due to Serrin

[13] (see also Theorem 16.11 in [4]) and it can be stated as follows. Let Q be a

convex planar domain and let If be a nonzero number such that ＼H＼< k/2,

where k denotes the curvature of the boundary of Q. Given a Jordan curve T

with single-valued projection on dQ, there exists a H-cmc graph defined over Q

spanning F (see [12] for another existence result of H-cmc graphs). When T

coincides with dQ, it is possible to improve the hypothesis on H obtaining the

firstpart of Theorem 3.

Proof of the firstpart of Theorem 3. We have to finda solutionof the

Dirichletproblem

(1)

{

div

V i + iv≪l2

u = 0

= 2H on Q,

on dfl.

This can be achieved using a continuity method (see [4, Theorem 13.8])if we can

obtain a priori Cl(Q)-estimate independent of H for each solution u of (1) with
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0 < H < c, where c is a fixed real number such that c < k. Standard theory of

quasilinear equations [4, section 11.3] assures that it is sufficientto get a priori

C°(Cl)-estimate and C1-estimate along dD. ― T of u.

For H = 0, we have the trivialsolution u = 0. Then it follows from the

implicit function theorem that there exist solutions of (1) with 0 < H < cq for an

enough small number cq. For every solution u of (1) with cq < H < c, the height

lemma for graphs due to Serrin [14] implies that

So we obtain a priori C°(Q)-estimate of u.

The C1-estimates of u along the boundary T are obtained provided we are

able to establish a priori estimates of the slope of the graph G of u along the

boundary (see [12, Corollary 4] for an example in the same context). This

estimate will be accomplished by the technique of barriers. Without loss of

generality, we assume that P= {(x,y,0) e R3} is the boundary plane and G is

contained in the halfspace {z > 0}. Since F is compact, we can take positive

numbers r＼,r$ such that

*>->-> ＼H＼.

Let K be a hemisphere of radius r$ such that K a {z > 0} and dK <= P.

We consider a circle C＼ of radius r＼in P such that D. is included in the

planar domain Cl＼bounded by Q. This is possible because r＼> 1/k and so, there

existsa circle Cj of radius r＼that contains F in itsinterior and with the property

that C＼ rolls along T touching every point of T. After a horizontal translation

respect to P, we put K such that dK is a concentric circle with C＼.

We move upwards K to do not intersect G. Next, we move it down. Since the

mean curvature of K is 1/ro with the orientation pointing inwards and 1/ro >

//"|,the maximum principle assures that we can come back to the original

position of K without touching G. Whence G lies below K with respect to the

positive vertical direction.

For each t > 0, let Kt = (K + (0,0, -*)) H {z > 0}, where A:+(0,0,-0

denotes the vertical translation of K by the vector (0,0, ―0- Since dK and F are

disjointcompact sets,we can slightlymove down K and not intersect the graph G

until 8Kt touches C＼.This is possible because in the case that Kio should intersect

G at the firsttime to > 0, this would occur at an interior point of G D K,o since
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FczQi. But at thisinterior point, the mean curvature of Kto is 1/ro and the

maximum principle would give a contradiction because l/r0 > ＼H＼.

Let Kh <= K denote the spherical cap such that dKh = C＼.Because t＼> 0, Kh

is a (l/ro)-cmc graph on Q.＼.Moreover, the existence of Kh depends only on ro

and r＼,that is, on F and H. In this proof, the role of barrier surface will be

played by the cap Kh. We move Kh respect to any horizontal direction until to

reach G. Again, the maximum principle implies that the firstintersection point

occurs at some boundary point. Now, a "rolling" argument comparing dKh and

r {r＼> ＼/k),and the fact that 1/ro > ＼H＼assert that in every point of T, the

slope of the graph G is less than the slope of Kh. It follows that the (constant)

slope of Kh along C＼is an upper bound of the slope of G along T. Therefore, we

find the C1-estimate of u along dQ, that we were looking for. This proves the first

assertion of Theorem 3.

In order to prove the second statement of this theorem, we need an auxiliary

lemma. For a point p e R3 and a positive constant r,let B(p, r) be the Euclidean

open ball of radius r and with center at p, and S(p, r) the boundary sphere of

dB(p,r).

Lemma 6. Let Fci?3 he a planar Jordan curve. If S is a small H-cmc

surface with boundary T, then

lcz(]{B(q,s);s^＼/＼Hir^B(qiS)}.

Proof. We may assume the plane P containing T is {(x, y, 0) e R3}. Since X

is a small H-cmc surface, there exists an Euclidean open ball B(p,r) of radius

r < ＼H＼containing X inside.

Let pQ be the orthogonally projected point on P of p. We can prove Z c

B(p0, r): We may assume p # Po- Since the distance d(p0, T) between pQ and F is

less than d(p,Y), it is clear that F cz B(po,r). Suppose E <£B(pQ,r). Then

there exists a point /?, on the segment from p to /?0 such that E touches S(pt,r)

from inside at some interior points. The maximum principle combined with the

analyticity of surfaces asserts that Z is just a part of S(pn r). Then V = S(pt, r) D

P and hence d{p,Y) <d{pt,Y) ―r. This is a contradiction.

Assume there exists an Euclidean open ball B(q,s) of radius s < l/＼H＼ such

that r c B(q,s) and £ £ B(q,s). Let go be the orthogonally projected point on P

of #. It is clear that T cz B(qo,s) and we can prove that 2 <£B(qo,s) by using the

maximum principle similarly as above.

When s < r, it is clear that T c i?(#0, ^) and we can prove that £ <£B(q0, r):
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We may assume s < r. If 2 c B(qo,r), there exists t e [s,r) such that £ touches

S(qo,r) from inside at some interior points. The maximum principle combined

with the analyticity of surfaces asserts that £ is just a part of S(qo,t). Then

F = S(qo, t)V＼P gt B(qo,s). This is a contradiction.

Since £ c: B(p0, r) and £ gt B(qQ, r), there exists a point q, e P on the segment

from ^o to /?0 such that £ touches S(qt,r) from inside at some interior points. The

maximum principle combined with the analyticity of surfaces asserts that X is just

a part of S(qt,r). Then F = S(qhr) OP. This is a contradiction to the fact T cz

B(po,r)nB{qo,r).

When .s> r, since 'LdB(pQ,s) and £ £ B(qo,s), we can also obtain a

contradiction by using a similar argument as above.

Accordingly, for any Euclidean open ball B of radius s <＼/＼H＼ such that

F c= B, £ must be included in 5. □

Now we are in conditions to prove the finalpart of Theorem 3. Let P be

the plane containing T and assume that P = {(x, y, 0) e R3}. Let k > 0 be the

curvature function of F and let kq > 0 be the minimum value of k. Put s = 1/kq.

There exists q e P such that T cz B(q, s) D P. Let E be a small H-cmc surface with

boundary T and let H be with 0 < ＼H＼< k. Then

rc^^npcs^i np

and, from Lemma 6, we have £ a B(q, l/＼H＼).

Move S(q,l/＼H＼) in any direction parallel to P until to touch S, which we

continue to denote by S(q, ＼/＼H＼).By using the maximum principle, there is no

point in I＼T which touches with S(q, l/＼H＼).Then we can carry S(q, l/＼H＼) until

it reaches T. Since the radius of the circle S(q, l/＼H＼)C＼P is l/＼H＼ > 1/kq ― s, we

can move S(q,＼/＼H＼) in any direction parallel to P to touch each point of T.

Therefore £ is contained in the right cylinder determined by the bounded domain

Q <= P by F, specifically,

ScHxi? sn(rxij) = r.

Let G be the H-cmc graph on Q with boundary T whose existence is assured by

the first statement of Theorem 3. Then, we have in Q, x R two cmc surfaces, £

and G, with the same constant mean curvature H and the same boundary F =

dQ, x {0}. It remains then to show that S coincides with G of its reflected G* with

respect to P. This fact is a uniqueness result that appears in [12] but for the sake

of completeness, we do its proof.
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Let a = (0,0,1) and we suppose that G is over P. We orient G to have H > 0

and let NG be its Gauss map. Then <7VG,a> < 0. We move up G to have no

intersection with £ (this is possible because £ and (7 are compact) and next, we

move down G to touch £.If there is a contact point (interioror boundary) and

because NG points down, then £ agrees with G (maximum principle). Similar

arguments work with G*. Thus we have two possibilities:£ is G or G* or

otherwise, £ is included in the domain of R2 bounded GUG*. In this case, we

shall get a contradiction. For that,if we compare the inner conormal vectors v^,

vG of £ and G respectively along F, we have the inequality |<v£,a>|< <vG,a> and

thus

f
l<vz,≪>|<

f

JdX JdG
<vG,a}

But the balancing formula and the factthat the immersion along the boundary

5S is a diffeomorphism onto F, we have that

Jaz
<vz,a> (vG,a} = 2HA

where A is the area of Q. This is a contradiction with the previous strictintegral

inequality and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Remark. As consequence of Theorem 3 we have thatgiven a convex planar

closed curve T, Hildebrandt'ssolutions[6] with boundary T are graphs if H is

small enough.
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